How Brave
Are You?
In honor of the Blu-ray and DVD release of Disney•Pixar’s Brave, we have the perfect quiz just for you.
Think you’re bold and brave, just like Merida in the movie? Take our Brave quiz and uncover the truth…
1. When you sense danger, you…
A) Remain calm
B) Take a deep breath and assess
the situation before you act
C) Find a safe place to wait until
the danger passes
2. When you see ancient ruins, you...
A) Head inside and explore
B) Take photos from afar
C) Head to the library to look them up
3. When you watch scary movies, you…
A) Laugh out loud
B) Keep one eye closed
C) Look for a romantic comedy
to watch instead
4. At night, you…
A) Sleep soundly
B) Sleep with the light on
C) Sleep with one eye
open keeping watch

5. When you forget to do your homework,
you…
A) Tell your teacher the truth
and face the consequences
B) Do as much as you can last minute
and ask for partial credit
C) Stay home to finish it all
6. What do you like to do for fun?
A) Anything and everything, it’s all
an adventure!
B) Hang out with your friends
C) Have a quiet time at home reading
a good book or watching a movie
7. What would you do if you saw
mysterious lights guiding you into
the woods?
A) Follow them through the trees
B) Try to figure out what they
are before running after them
C) Leave them alone. You’ve got your
own flashlight leading you indoors.

8. Have you ever climbed a mountain?
A) Yep, all the time
B) Not yet, but would like to
C) No, you like your feet on the ground!
9. What would you do if you came
face-to-face with a witch?
A) Ask her to give you a spell
B) Ask about the consequences
of spells before you cast one
C) Leave her to cook up her spells alone
10. Have you ever ridden a horse?
A) Of course you have!
B) No, but you’d like to
C) No. You’d rather walk
11. How would you react if you
stumbled across a fearsome bear?
A) Stand your ground
B) Look back for safety tips
from school before acting
C) You hope you never do!

RESULTS! Look at your results and see if you scored mostly As, Bs or Cs…
IF YOU SCORED MOSTLY As…
YOU AND MERIDA HAVE A LOT IN
COMMON!
Wait a minute… Are you Merida? If
not, you should be. Just like the flamehaired heroine from the epic animated
movie, you are not scared of tackling a
challenge. There’s no stopping
you from having heroic
adventures!

IF YOU SCORED MOSTLY Bs…
YOU’RE CAUTIOUSLY BRAVE!
When it comes to bravery,
you are able to balance much
needed caution with thrilling
adventures. But who cares if
you choose to walk away at
times? It’s much nicer to hold
onto a friend’s hand and stay
safe anyway!

IF YOU SCORED MOSTLY Cs…
NO NEED TO TEST FATE!
While others might be out chasing
bears, you know the best way to stay
safe is to avoid dangerous situations.
Bravery comes in all shapes and sizes
and sometimes making the choice to
avoid any danger
is the bravest
decision after all.
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